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BY LARRY KAHM 

WHEN an abend occurs during a production batch
run, an application programmer can determine

the offending instruction by using a variety of actions and
tools. For example, at sites that still use VS COBOL II, the
compile-time FDUMP parameter lets application pro-
grammers view a formatted dump directly from the spool
or from their archived SYSOUT. Many other sites rely on
Compuware Corporation’s Abend-AID to pinpoint the
statement in error, while others may use IBM’s recently
introduced Fault Analyzer.

Many programmers would try to determine what went
wrong by recompiling the program to obtain a listing that
contains the offset of the code in error. Usually the compile
is done in a test environment (possibly with “homegrown”
JCL and compile options), pointing to the production
source and copy libraries. Sometimes application program-
mers, having attended a vendor training session for a product,
continue to use the sample compile deck long after the class
is over. Unfortunately, copy members may have been mod-
ified between the time the program is put into production
and the time the abend occurs. This leads to ambiguous
results in tracking down the offending instruction, which is
not desirable when the production batch cycle is waiting to
be restarted.

This article describes how one site determined how to han-
dle these abend situations by using one product to support
two others. The application programmers at this site now
have a “fast path” to obtain the compile listing and start their
program analysis. Consequently, the site further reduced the
down-time from production abends.

BACKGROUND

A major financial services firm in the New York City
metropolitan area decided it would use the software tools

they had at hand more effectively to reduce, and then eliminate,
the error-prone possibilities inherent in such late-night
recompilations. They investigated whether there was a way to
eliminate errors that can happen when using “homegrown”
compiles to trouble-shoot abends.

The site had been using Serena Software’s Change Man for
several years as its mainframe source control mechanism.
Change Man, by default, keeps the last compile listing (in a
proprietary compressed form) before a program is installed
into production. The desired goal was to use the Change Man
compressed listings to provide as much information as possible
and to drive the abend detection process.

The site had also been using Compuware Corporation’s
Abend-AID to perform dump analysis. Systems programmer-
installed options directed output to a DDIO file. A DDIO file
is a VSAM structure that contains specifically formatted
records that can be read by Abend-AID.

Discussions were held with the Change Management
group, which is part of the division’s Application Support
group. Both groups’ managers believed this project would
provide an opportunity to standardize the Change Man com-
pile options to produce enhanced listings that could be used
by the Compuware post-processor.

During the preliminary research, it became clear that
Compuware had two complementary products, both of which
used the compiled listing: Abend-AID and Xpediter. The
project was enhanced to include a way for us to use an inter-
active debugger.

While the Compuware product literature describes a step
that can be used to create DDIO records when a program is
compiled, this was not part of the Change Man process.
Management determined that modifying the compile process
to include a third-party product was not desirable. However,
Compuware does provide a “post-processor” that can read
compile listings. Each form of processor requires specific
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compile-time options. The obvious factor
was to ensure all of the required Abend-AID
and Xpediter compile options were included
with the Change Man compile. That way,
the post-processor could write the appropri-
ate records to the DDIO file. This required a
minor modification to Change Man’s
default compile-time options.

At the same time, an ISPF dialog was
developed to assist the programmers; the
design of the data entry panel was very
straightforward. Using as few fields as
possible, programmers enter the name of
the program, indicate the location of the
compressed listing data set, specify whether
the program was batch or online, and
whether the language was COBOL or
Assembler. They then indicate whether they
are going to use Abend-AID to troubleshoot
an abend or Xpediter to engage in an inter-
active debugging session. A batch job is
submitted to process the files.

The site’s systems programmers also
helped this project by creating the appropriate
DDIO files for each of the various production,
user acceptance testing, and development
environments. Naming standards that were
devised allowed the ISPF dialog to create the
appropriate output file names.

In addition, a site-wide restriction was
put in place: A daily batch job removes
objects older than seven days from all of the
files, Abend-AID and Xpediter, in both
environments, Batch and CICS. This
reduces the amount of “one-time tests”
from filling the DDIO files.

THE ISPF DIALOG

The ISPF dialog lets application program-
mers perform the following two essential
and potentially time-consuming functions
with greater ease:

● detect errors in production abends

● set up Xpediter debugging sessions

Both functions can be accomplished using the
Change Man compressed listing that is saved
at the completion of a successful compile.

The dialog submits a batch job that extracts
the compressed listing from the Baseline
(production) library (or from the current
Change Man package, for development) and
uses a post-processor to create the appropriate
DDIO records for either a dump reading or a
debugging session. The ISPF dialog supports

Abend-AID and Xpediter in both batch and
online environments. Additionally, it also
supports all levels of COBOL and Assembler.

To access the dialog, application pro-
grammers select an ISPF option for vendor
products and then one of the sub-options.
A panel, similar to the one shown in Figure
1, is displayed. All of the fields on the
panel are required; each field is described
in the table in Figure 2. After the Enter key
is pressed, a batch job is submitted to
process the information that was entered. A
message is displayed that indicates the
name of the DDIO file into which the
records are placed.

Note: The program that actually drives the
ISPF dialog’s processing is beyond the
scope of this article, and contains too
many site-specific coding forms. Suffice it
to say the logic includes validation of all
of the fields and the dynamic creation of
the output file name, based on the site’s
naming conventions.

AN OVERVIEW OF
THE BATCH PROCESSING

The preliminary steps delete and then
allocate the working data sets needed during
the job. One file is for the output from the
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FIGURE 1: CHANGE MAN LISTING — COMPUWARE
DDIO INTERFACE DATA ENTRY PANEL 

Field name Description 

List from  Enter a keyword to describe the location of the compressed listing.  
This should be BASELINE to use the production version of the program.  It 
can also be a Change Man Package ID to use a development version of the 
program. 

Member Enter the name of the program to be converted to a DDIO record. 
If this field is left blank, a member list will be displayed. 

Program type Indicate whether the program is Batch or CICS; this will determine the 
output file name. 

Language Indicate whether the program is COBOL or Assembler; this will determine 
the post-processor that is used to read the listing. 

Format type Indicate whether the file is for use with Abend-AID or Xpediter; this will 
determine which control cards are passed to the post-processor and the 
output file name. 

Testing tier Indicate the environment that will be used; this will determine the output file 
name. 

FIGURE 2: DATA ENTRY PANEL FIELD DEFINITIONS 
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compressed listing, and the other is for the
input to the post-processor.

The next step takes the Change Man
compressed listing and expands it. This is
done using a modified version of a CLIST
that Serena provides with the product.
The resulting listing is edited with an
ISPF Edit macro. This macro checks for
the following conditions:

● Does the listing contain data?

● Does the listing type match the type of
compile that the programmer specified
(batch or online)?

● Is this a COBOL program (either VS
COBOL II or COBOL for OS/390 and
VM) or an Assembler program?

Next, all of the extraneous lines that are not
required by the post-processor are deleted.

After these conditions are met, a list of
valid COBOL compile-time options is
built. A final check of the actual compiler
options used to compile the program is
performed. If any one of the required
options is not present, the batch job ends
with a message informing the programmer
that he must recompile the program with
the correct options.

The extract of the expanded listing is
taken and converted to a format that the
Compuware post-processor can use. This is
done with another Compuware product,
File-AID.

Finally, the post-processor is invoked to
read the listing and to place the output into
the appropriate DDIO file.

At this point, the programmer can view
his source within Abend-AID by using the
“merge on” field in the ISPF dialog.
Alternatively, he can begin a batch or online
interactive debugging session with Xpediter
and step through his code.

THE BATCH JOB DETAILS

The abridged JCL to execute this job
stream is shown in Figure 3 (some of the
names have been modified for publica-
tion). The example shown is for a CICS
COBOL program. The DDIO files are
associated with the appropriate regions.
The complete listing for this JCL and for
the other figures in this article (Figures 3,
5 and 6) is available from the NaSPA Web
site as filename KAHM0102.ZIP. To

access, go to www.naspa.com and click on
“Coding Examples from Articles.”

Note: All of the Compuware program product
run-time libraries are allocated in Linklist.

Let’s review what is going on in each of
these steps. Again, the example is for a
CICS COBOL program.

The first step of the batch job deletes two
work files. IDCAMS is used to do this, so if
the files have been migrated by
DFSMSHSM (for whatever reason), they
are not recalled.

The second step allocates the work files.
The data set names are based on the TSO
user ID and the program name and language
type that is being processed.

The third step creates two temporary files
for use by ISPF. The appropriate ISPF profile
members are copied from system-level data
sets. This allows for multiple users of ISPF
in batch and avoids the contention that
occurs when ISPF is forced to build these
members dynamically.

The fourth step invokes ISPF in batch
mode. The REXX exec CMNDBUG1 is
started and passed the name of the program,
the type of program (batch or online), and
the language (COBOL or Assembler). I will
examine the details of this processing later.
The return code of this step is checked. If it
is not zero, a homegrown abend routine is
invoked, and processing is terminated.

The fifth step invokes File-AID to copy
the expanded Change Man listing, which
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//JS030 EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01
//SYSPROC DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS9.VENDOR.PROGRAMS.SYSPROC
//ISPPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.ISP.SISPPENU
//ISPMLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.ISP.SISPMENU
//ISPSLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.ISP.SISPSENU
//ISPTLIB DD DISP=(OLD,PASS),DSN=*.JS020.CPYOUT2
//    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.ISP.SISPTENU
//ISPTABL DD DUMMY
//ISPLOG DD DUMMY
//ISPPROF DD DISP=(OLD,PASS),DSN=*.JS020.CPYOUT1
//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=D
//SYSPRINT DD DUMMY
//MESSAGES DD SYSOUT=*
//CMNLIST1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD01.CMN.COMPLIST
//CMNLIST2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=tsouser.progname.CMNXPAND.LIST
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
//SYSTSIN DD *
ISPSTART CMD(%CMNDBUG1 progname mode language )
//*
//JS040 EXEC PGM=FILEAID
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=D
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSLIST DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSTOTAL DD SYSOUT=*
//DD01 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=tsouser.progname.CMNXPAND.LIST
//DD01O DD DISP=SHR,DSN=tsouser.progname.COBOL.LIST
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
//*
//JS050 EXEC PGM=CWPCDRVR
//CWPPRTI DD DISP=SHR,DSN=tsouser.progname.COBOL.LIST
//CWPERRM DD SYSOUT=*
//CWPPRTO DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=*
//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,(20,10)),UNIT=SYSDA
//CWPWRK0 DD SPACE=(TRK,(60,30)),UNIT=SYSDA
//CWPWRK1 DD SPACE=(CYL,(20,10)),UNIT=SYSDA
//CWPWRK2 DD SPACE=(TRK,(60,30)),UNIT=SYSDA
//CWPWRK3 DD SPACE=(TRK,(60,30)),UNIT=SYSDA
//CWPWRK4 DD SPACE=(TRK,(60,30)),UNIT=SYSDA
//CWPLOAD DD DUMMY
//CWPDECK DD DUMMY
//CWPDDIO DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Appropriate.DDIO.File
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=D
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//CWPPRMO DD *
PROC(OUTPUT(DDIO),TEXT(NONE))
DDIO(OUTPUT(FIND))
CICSTEST(OPTIONS(WARNING))
//*

FIGURE 3: ABRIDGED BATCH JOB TO PROCESS
COMPRESSED LISTING AND CREATE DDIO RECORDS 
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is a variably blocked 140-byte file, into a
COBOL listing format, which is a fixed-
block 133-byte file. File-AID recognizes
the record descriptor word (RDW) and
does not issue any warning messages
about records being truncated. Just the
same, the return code is checked to ensure
that it is zero.

The sixth step invokes the Compuware
post-processor, CWPCDRVR, which reads
the sequential COBOL listing file and
writes the appropriate records to the VSAM
DDIO file. Depending on the processing
mode (batch or online) and the language
(COBOL or Assembler), different keywords
are generated as input for ddname, CWP-
PRMO. The table in Figure 4 lists the various
combinations that are used.

THE REXX EXECS

An abridged version of the REXX exec
that performs the main processing is shown
in Figure 5. Let’s review what is going on in
this exec.

● All of the parameters passed to the
routine are parsed.

Because of the extensive validations
performed in the foreground ISPF
dialog and in the file-tailoring skeleton,
we eliminated the need for validation
routines here.

● The ability to debug the session via the
TRACE command is established.

● The variables used in the routine
are initialized.

● The Serena load module, SERCOPY, is
called to expand the compressed listing
using ddnames found in the JCL.

● The resulting data set is edited with the
macro CMNDBUG2.

● Any resulting return code is passed
back to ISPF.

The abridged edit macro, shown in Figure 6,
performs validations on the data in the list-
ing and creates a file that is capable of being
read by the post-processor.

Let’s review what is going on in this
edit macro:

● The ability to debug the session via the
TRACE command is established.

● The variables used in the routine are
initialized and all of the potential error
messages are created.

● The file is checked to make sure it is
not empty. This would indicate that the
SERCOPY function finished, but did
not create a valid output file.

● A check is performed to see that
the information that was passed
via the ISPF dialog actually exists
in the file. For instance, processing
a CICS program with Batch
parameters will not produce the
correct DDIO records.

● The language type is validated. Again,
this is to ensure that the correct DDIO
records are created.

● The file is edited to obtain just the
compile listing.

All of the compressed listing data
surrounding the COBOL compiler
listing is removed and the file is
reformatted to resemble the correct
output form.

● For COBOL programs, all of the
compile-time options are placed into a
single, “dot-delimited” variable (as
opposed to an array), for easy searching.

● The known list of required options is
compared to this variable. If any of the
required options is not found, an error
message is issued. However, all of the
variables are still checked.

● The file is saved.

If an error message is generated by this
routine, the output is placed in the
ddname, MESSAGES. A note in the
SYSPRINT (and in the ISPF dialog’s
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/*                                                                           
Invoke Serena’s SERCOPY to expand the listing, then edit it...            

*/                                                                           
Address TSO ,                                                      
“Call ‘“CMNLoad”(SERCOPY)’”,                                       

“‘EXPAND IN(CMNLIST1) OUT(CMNLIST2) MEM(“ProgName”)’”        
intRCode = RC                                                      

If intRCode < 8 Then Do                                            
‘VPut (ProgType ProgLang) Asis’                                 
“Edit    Dataset(‘“XpandDSN”’)  Macro(“Emacro_1”)”              
intRCode = RC                                                   
If intRCode > 0 Then Do                                         

‘VGet (intECode) Asis’                                       
intRCode = RC                                                
Signal PreFinal                                              

End                                                             
Else Do                                                         

intECode = 0                                                 
End                                                             

End                                                                
Else Do                                                            

Say ‘CMDBUG0S’,                                                 
‘An error was encountered expanding the Change Man’,        
‘compressed listing RC=’intRCode                            

intECode = 20                                                   
End                                                                

PreFinal: ZISPFRC  = intECode                                                
‘VPut (ZISPFRC) Shared’                                            

Final:    Exit

FIGURE 5: ABRIDGED DRIVER REXX ROUTINE THAT
EXPANDS CHANGE MAN COMPRESSED LISTING 

Language Statement 
COBOL PROC(OUTPUT(DDIO),TEXT(NONE)) 
     Processing mode: Batch DDIO(OUTPUT(FIND)) 
     Processing mode: Online CICSTEST(OPTIONS(WARNING)) 
Assembler (Batch or Online) ASSEMBLER(OUTPUT(DDIO)) 

PROC($ASUP) 

FIGURE 4: LANGUAGE TO POST-PROCESSOR STATEMENTS MATRIX
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tutorial) directs application programmers
to review this file.

CONCLUSION

By incorporating the features of one
product with the features of another set, a
higher degree of consistency has been
achieved. We took the existing, underuti-
lized Change Man output file and turned
it into a useful input file for application
programmers. Knowing that the format
for Abend-AID and Xpediter DDIO
records are similar, the Change Man listing
can now be used for problem determination
and for debugging.

This ISPF dialog lets application pro-
grammers focus on problem resolution
and not on the need to recreate a program
listing. By using this solution, application
programmers are assured that they are
working with a compile listing that matches
the load module executing in the produc-
tion environment. This results in a better
use of programmer time — especially during
a middle of the night production abend —
and particularly if it affects the batch
stream’s critical path.

Application programmers who have used
this facility are actually grateful that they
have a compile listing that matches their
program. They do not have to worry that
their compile deck is using invalid compile
options or back-level system data sets. They
can be more productive in a matter of a few
minutes by using the program products with
which they are familiar.  
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use. His areas of expertise include application
change management (methodology and
software solutions), application development
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and technical writing. He can be contacted
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/* Now that LNG is known, the last item has no trailing dot! */    
Select                                                             

When strLang = ‘COBOL2’ Then Do                                 
strOpt.5 = ‘.NOFDUMP’                                        

End                                                             
When strLang = ‘COBOL3’ Then Do                                 

strOpt.5 = ‘.PGMNAME(COMPAT)’                                
End                                                             
Otherwise                                                       

Nop                                                          
End                                                                

/* Get rid of everything before the start of the compile listing      */    
‘Find “‘strLang’.” ‘                                               
‘(CurLine) = LineNum .ZCsr’                                        
‘Label ‘CurLine+1’ = .Here’                                        
‘Del .ZFirst .Here’                                                

/* Get rid of everything after the end of the compile listing         */    
‘Find “.SYSPRINT” ‘                                                
‘(CurLine) = LineNum .ZCsr’                                        
‘Label ‘CurLine-1’ = .Here’                                        
‘Del .Here .ZLast’                                                 

/* Clean up everything in column one (to eliminate hex chars)         */    
‘C All p”=”  “ “   1 ‘                                             

/* Set up ANSI control characters - required by DDIO input processor! */    
‘C All “ PP” “1PP” 1 ‘                                             
If strLang = ‘ASM’ Then                                            

Signal NoCheck                                                  
/* Build a string of all options used to compile the program          */    

‘Find “Options “ ‘                 /* always start of parms */    
‘(CurLine) = LineNum .ZCsr’                                        
LineFrst = CurLine + 1                                             
‘Find “ZWB” ‘                           /* always last parm */    
‘(LineLast) = LineNum .ZCsr’                                       
Do i = LineFrst to LineLast                                        

‘(DataLine) = Line ‘i  /* dot (.) is used as a delimiter */    
strCobOp = strCobOp || ‘.’ || Strip(Left(DataLine,25))          

End                                                                
strCobOp = strCobOp || ‘.’ /* here’s where we get the last . */    

/* Determine if there are any options that will not work...           */    
Do i = 1 to strOpt.0                                               

If Pos(strOpt.i,strCobOp) = 0 Then Do                           
strEFlag = ‘Yes’                                             
j = j + 1                                                    
Notify.j = strEMsg4 Strip(strOpt.i,’B’,’.’)                  

End                                                             
End                                                                
If Pos(‘.LIST.’,strCobOp) = 0 Then Do                              

If Pos(‘.OFFSET.’,strCobOp) = 0 Then Do                         
strEFlag = ‘Yes’                                             
j = j + 1                                                    
Notify.j = strEMsg5                                          

End                                                             
End                                                                
If strEFlag = ‘Yes’ Then Do                                        

j = j + 1                                                       
Notify.j = strEMsg9                                             
Call SendEMsg 20                                                

End 

FIGURE 6: ABRIDGED REXX EDIT MACRO THAT PROCESSES
THE EXPANDED CHANGE MAN COMPRESSED LISTING 


